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INMOBI GEO CONTEXT TARGETING
Moments in a consumer’s life map provide brands
the opportunitiy to engage their target audience.
Location is central to these moments - we are at
home, at work, in the park, at a restaurant, at the
supermarket; the list is virtually endless. And when
we are not at a location, we are busy getting there.

InMobi Geo Context Targeting uncovers insights
from the myriad location patterns generated by
always-on mobile consumers, allowing brands to
target their audiences during the most relevant
moments.
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UNCOVER INSIGHTS ABOUT CONSUMERS
InMobi Geo Context Targeting is powered by the InMobi
big data platform that analyses anonymous location activity
patterns, along with more than 120 pristine first- party
signals to uncover new insights about consumers.
By analysing consumer activity clusters based on user
visits, dwell time, and proximity to other points of interest
(POI), the InMobi big data platform is able to determine a
consumer’s context (home, office, commute, and others)
and, consequently, her state of mind. These insights, in
turn, equip marketers to win key moments in the mobile
consumer’s purchase process.
InMobi Geo Context Targeting offers standard and
advanced targeting features that take advantage of the neo
insights we uncover about consumers.

Standard Targeting

Advanced Targeting

- Geo-fencing / Radius
Targeting

- Location Context

- Country, City and Region
- ZIP Code, ZIP + 4

- Point Of Interest
- Hyperlocal

- Designated Market Area
(DMA)

INMOBI GEO CONTEXT
TARGETING FOR BASE
LOCATIONS
Bill’s location proximity patterns
suggest that he lives in a
suburban home, as he is seen in
the neighbourhood most days
between 6:30 pm and 7:00 am the
next day. He commutes daily from
his suburban home to the central
business district and visits a coffee
shop in that area multiple times
a day. Bill’s content consumption
patterns also suggest that he is an
auto enthusiast. These insights,
garnered by the InMobi big data
platform, equip an auto maker
to target him to sign up to testdrive their recently launched car.
InMobi Geo Context Targeting
uses different creatives such as a
native ad in the news feed when he
is on his daily commute; or a video
with form capture when he is at
home in a lean-back mood, to drive
bottom-funnel conversion.

LOCATION CONTEXT BASED TARGETING
User behavior that seems consistent to a casual observer,
changes dramatically across work, home, commute,
and other location contexts. Location Context Based
Targeting uses such insights and user context to deliver
targeted messaging to maximize brand engagement.

Sample Base Locations
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POINT OF INTEREST (POI) TARGETING
Drive bottom-funnel conversion by engaging highly relevant
consumers with POI Targeting.

Sample POIs
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INMOBI GEO CONTEXT
TARGETING FOR POINTS
OF INTEREST
Jane is a frequent visitor to the
neighbourhood coffee shop in the
afternoon. She is also potentially
a coupon clipper as she has
downloaded multiple mobile
coupons in the past and has been
at supermarkets within a few days
of her downloading these coupons.
This Thursday afternoon, she is
in a neighbourhood where a new
coffee shop has opened recently.
Based on her consumer experience
profile, she is likely to be in a
mood to drink a cup of coffee now.
InMobi Geo Context Targeting
provides these insights and drives
conversion by offering Jane a
discount coupon when she gets
within a 100 meters radius around
the coffee shop.
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HYPERLOCAL ADVERTISING
More than 70 percent of retail purchase decisions are made
at the point of sale. That’s why marketers invest in in-store
promotions and marketing. InMobi Geo Context Targeting
helps drive shopper marketing to unprecedented levels of
effectiveness through Hyperlocal Advertising.
Our high-confidence location signals are accurate up to
10 metres (when derived from GPS signals), allowing us to
derive deep insights about user context. As one of the few
networks that offers Wi-Fi SSID-based coverage in addition
to GPS signals, InMobi has amongst the highest location
coverages for Hyperlocal Advertising. Coupled with rich
user insights, 65+ million POIs), and 872 million uniques
globally, InMobi Geo Context Targeting helps marketers
reach consumers where it matters the most.

REAL RESULTS

2x

CLICK-THROUGH-RATES (CTRS)
delivered on campaigns using
InMobi Geo Context Targeting.

65 Million POI in 50 countries
450+ location categories
250 Billion geo-enriched
monthly user interaction points
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ABOUT INMOBI
InMobi enables the world’s leading brands, developers, and publishers to engage global consumers through
mobile advertising. InMobi platforms leverage advances in big data, user behavior, and cloud-based
architectures to simplify mobile advertising for its customers. Recognized by MIT Technology Review as
one of the 50 Disruptive Companies of 2013, InMobi is the world’s largest independent mobile ad network,
engaging 872 million uniques across more than 200 countries.

INMOBI OFFICE
OFFICE WITH CREATIVE TEAM

Privacy Policy
InMobi is committed to respecting and protecting individuals’ privacy rights. Much of the information we hold is purely technical in nature and relates to the devices
that interact with our ads rather than being “personal” in nature about any individual. InMobi does not know who you are or what your name is.
InMobi has been awarded TRUSTe’s Privacy Seal signifying that this privacy policy and practices have been reviewed by TRUSTe for compliance with TRUSTe’s Privacy
and TRUSTed Data program requirements including transparency, accountability and choice regarding the collection and use of consumer information.
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